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Supply Chain Cost Management:
Ask the majority of Supply Chain Leaders what are their top three challenges and they will most likely
say: 1. Reduce Cost, 2. Reduce Cost, and 3. Reduce Cost. In saying this, they are not indicating they don’t
value customer satisfaction or other important goals of the Supply Chain function. It is rather
recognition that managing cost, and in particular reducing cost, is often the most difficult aspect of
improving a firm’s supply chain. Even when the organisation’s goal is to be a highly differentiated full
service provider the supply chain leadership is still challenged to complete this task at the lowest
possible cost. Part of the challenge is the need for the reductions to be sustained over time; the market
does not value once off savings (or revenue growth) that is not repeatable. Most of us are aware that
demanding reductions from service providers is not sustainable, using volume leverage (reducing the
supplier base) or continually undertaking competitive reviews is likewise a process that has a limited life
span.
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